Type 4A
Type 3A
Type 3A
Type 4A
Variant
Adjacent Property
Pedestrian Entrance
Development Name
Vehicular Entrance
Boundary
Railing
Naas Community National School
Site Ownership Boundary
2.5 m
2.5 m
Tree to landscape architect
design + detail
Selected brick
Metal railing on brick plinth with
brick piers with concrete
capping
+125.020 m
+125.425 m
+124.640 m
+124.850 m
Glazed window
Gutter + downpipe
Potential solar panel
(Depending on orientation)
Concrete tile
Existing Tree
Selected brick
Potential solar panel
(Depending on orientation)
Grass Verge
New Kerb Line
New Path
Existing Path
Pedestrian Entrance
Pedestrian Entrance
1 m
6 m
3 m
Notes:
Do not scale from this drawing.
Use figured dimensions only.
All errors and omissions to be reported to the Architect.
This drawing to be read in conjunction with relevant consultant’s drawings.
All dimensions are in millimetres and all levels are in meters to match Datums unless otherwise noted.
Contractor Design responsibility
It is noted that there are many elements within the works that require contractor design, and will be subject to certification as part of BCAR – see Preliminary Inspection Plan for clarity on certification required.
© This drawing or design may not be reproduced without permission.
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